The relevant spending target is a weighted average of income and consumption.
Despite 'stickyu nominal wages, under optimal policy the economy behaves as if all markets clear.
----------FInn-E&an-A and Mark wynne offered heLpful conrments on an earlJ.er version of this paper. If output is produced according to where y is real output, tI is hours of work, o < p < 1 is a fixed parameter, and e is a random productivity shock, it follows that y = eNr-P/(, -p),
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where C is real consumption and e > 0 and L > 0 are fixed parameters, then
The supply of labor is positively relatsed to the real wage and inversely related to consumption. 
{U,, Similarly, movements in g will reflect changes in investment as well as changes in government purchases. Consequently, the current value of 0 will depend upon past realizations of gr. Also, the current vaLue of 9r will depend upon today's expectation of future levels of total factor productivity, future real output, and future real factor prices.
Since the policy derived above yields the same time pathe of outpuE and real factor prices as a marketclearing economy for any given time path of g, the policy remains optimal even in an economy with investment. In such an economy, however, it is essential that agents be confident that the policy vritl not be abandoned in the future. 
